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MOTORIZED STANDARD ROLLER SHADE  

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
TOOLS NEEDED: 

DRILL 
APPROPRIATE WRENCH FOR  
INSTALL HARDWARE    MEASURING TAPE     
PENCIL      2’ LEVEL       
PLUMB LINE     ¼” MASONRY DRILL BIT    
HAMMER     LINESMANS PLIERS     
CABLE CUTTERS     10MM WRENCH 
 

HARDWARE NEEDED: 

5/16” X 4 ½” LAG SCREWS OR OTHER APPROPRIATE INSTALL HARDWARE (4 Per Shade) 

3/8” FLAT WASHERS OR OTHER APPROPRIATE WASHER (4 Per Shade) 
WIRE NUTS 
 

HARDWARE PROVIDED:  
Per Roller Shade. 
2 BRACKETS      1 MOTOR WITH STAR BRACKET 
2 MOTOR BOLTS WITH LOCK WASHERS   1 BEARING 
2 TURNBUCKLES      2 TIE WIRE DRIVES (CABLE ANCHORS) 
4 CABLE SLEEVES      2 CABLES (2 PER SHADE) 
1 REMOTE (PER ORDER)     SWAGING TOOL  

 

1: MEASURE OPENING 
Measure space where shade will be installed.  Identify shade overall size, center in opening and 
determine even gap on both sides of shade. Confirm brackets will be level and mark with pencil.   
 
2: INSTALL CABLES ON BRACKETS  
Using cable sleeves provided feed one end of cable into sleeve, loop through hole in bracket and back 
into sleeve creating small tight loop. NOTE: Feed cable into holes in each bracket that will line up with 
bottom rail of shade.  Use swaging tool to crimp cable sleeve onto cable.  Do this to one end of each run 
of cable. 
 
3: INSTALL BRACKETS 
Using appropriate wrench, install hardware, attach brackets to mounting surface.  Insure brackets are 
level before securing screws. 
 
4: HANG TUBE WITH FABRIC.  2 PERSON JOB 
Remove bottom rail from pocket of fabric and spring from star bracket; set aside.  Slide plastic bearing 
onto non operating side round pin end of shade.  Hold tube with fabric up to brackets.  Slip bearing end 
into bracket.  Slide the motor end of shade into star bracket, attach motor bolts with 10mm wrench 
through shade bracket and star bracket.  Then reinstall the spring onto the star bracket. Tie motor wire 
into electrical source.  Put bottom rail back into pocket of fabric. 
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5: DRILL HOLES FOR CABLE ANCHORS 
Use Plumb Line to hang holes in bracket down to floor. Mark spot with pencil for cable anchor.  Drill hole 
with ¼” masonry bit and hammer in tie wire drives. NOTE: Tie wire drives should be hammered in as far 
down as they can go. 
 
6: ATTACH CABLES. 
Slip cable through the eyelet on both sides of bottom rail. Open turnbuckles by unscrewing each end 
until ¼” thread remains inside turnbuckle housing.  Attach hook end of turnbuckle to tie wire drive.  
Feed one end of cable into cable sleeve, slip through eye of turnbuckle and feed back into cable sleeve.  
Pull cable tight and create small tight loop around turnbuckle eye.  Use swaging tool to crimp cable 
sleeve onto cable.  Repeat this to cable on other end of shade.  Close turnbuckles to add tension to 
cables.  Cut off excess cable with cable cutters. 
 
7: SAFETY WIRE TURNBUCKLES. 
Using left over cable, unravel two strands of wire about 10” in length.  Weave strands of wire through 
tie wire eye, turnbuckle and then cable loop eye.  Use pliers to twist wire tight, cut off excess.  This 
prevents the turnbuckle from twisting and loosening the cables. 
 
8: ADJUST MOTOR LIMITS. 
NOTE: Motors come pre-programmed with short limits.   
To change the lower limit, send the motor to its current lower limit.  Press both the up and down button 
at the same time until the motor jogs.  Adjust to a new lower limit position and press the “my” button 
until the motor jogs. 
To change the upper limit, send the motor to its current upper limit.  Press both the up and down 
buttons at the same time until the motor jogs.  Adjust to a new upper limit position and press the “my” 
button until the motor jogs.  
 
9: CONFIRM LIMITS. 
Send shade to upper then lower limits.  Shade should roll up and down on cable guides and stop on its 
own at programmed limit settings.   
 

 


